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Friends,

cannot imagine a higher calling than
bringing that confidence and nonFor my first
anxious presence as it was brought to
Chailights article, I
me.
wanted to share
with you the stateThe development of the non-anxious
ment required by
presence has been the centerpiece of
rabbinical students upon entering the
many challenges on my path to the
placement process. It was subsequently
rabbinate. In the religious school classsent to Beth Israel when I applied for
room, this presence allowed me to deal
this position. I hope you enjoy learning
with the chaos brought on by rowdy
about my vision for the rabbinate.
students. In the hospital, it helped me
to walk into a dying patient’s room with
For me, the strength of a rabbi’s charthe focus I needed to support a family
acter lies in the ability to be a firm, conin need. In my student pulpits, it emfident, and non-anxious presence who
powered me to plunge into sticky
fosters trusting and compassionate
personal conflicts and find constructive
relationships. My Dad, a transplant
solutions. Even within the walls of
surgeon, taught me the importance of
HUC, it helped me to overcome the
this skill. Growing up, I’d always ask
obstacles of difficult coursework.
how he gets through his toughest cases,
and he always answered the same, “I
This skill was put to the test while I
never panic.” From there, he would go
chaired the Worship Committee at
on to explain how his calm demeanor
HUC during my 4th year. At the end of
in the hospital allowed him to facilitate
the academic year, many students were
good teamwork amongst the other
concerned with the way worship serphysicians and nurses. This also
vices were being run, creating tension
allowed him to convey confidence to
with the faculty who administered
patients and their families.
them. In response, I began a listening
campaign to hear student voices on
When celebrating my high school gradhow the program could be improved. I
uation, my paternal grandparents came
was able to foster conversations that
to town and my grandfather suffered a
did not focus on complaining, but on
fall. He was hospitalized from internal
productive discussions and creative
bleeding and, after one month, he died.
solutions to the issue. As a result, I was
During that month, I saw my Dad
able to present the faculty with a plan
come to lead the family through this
that embodied the collective voice of
crisis. He was an exemplar of the nonthe student body and prompted posianxious presence. I saw this same
tive change.
behavior in the rabbi who conducted
the funeral. The connection between
Becoming a rabbi also means learning
my Dad’s and the rabbi’s behavior is
to inspire others. Preparing for my
what led me to rabbinical school. I

senior sermon, I read about a boy
named Petr Ginz, who, at age 14, was
deported from his home in Prague to
Theresienstadt. Even amidst the horrors of the Holocaust, Petr experienced
wonder when he sketched his vision of
the Earth as seen from the moon. How
beautiful it was to describe this magnificent picture for the HUC congregation
in that sermon. I will never forget the
surge of emotion seeing mesmerized
faces in the congregation as I told
Petr’s story, with his sketch from
Theresienstadt projected behind me.
The rabbinate for me is not just a
career, but a life. I believe the rabbinate
means looking forward to being there
when people most need you. In my
senior year of high school, my Dad
missed my final cross-country meet,
swim meet, track meet, and band concert. I was pained by his absence, yet
rabbinical school has helped me understand the value of sacrificing part of
your own life to help someone else’s.
Understanding this sacrifice also means
being willing to embrace feelings of
vulnerability. As a chaplain, I’ve learned
how embracing vulnerability leads me
to empathize with patients and build a
trusting relationship to guide them in
dark times.
Now at the conclusion of rabbinical
school, I hope I am ready to be there
for others. I am excited to join a new
community, and I look forward to
building strong relationships, where I
can teach, inspire, guide, and most of
all, learn.
Rabbi Joseph Rosen

FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Well I have good news and bad news. First the bad, we have at least two more months of
summertime weather. But we live in Mississippi and use to it or not, its what we must endure.
Drink lots of water and keep your air conditioning going. And, for the good news, Rabbi Rosen
has been with us for about six weeks now and he has hit the road running. I hope everyone has
had the opportunity to meet and visit with him. If not, there are still a few parlor meetings you
can attend or you can come to services on Friday night or Saturday morning. You can also
schedule a personal meeting with him. I know once you do, you will be as impressed with him
as we are.
In other news, Rabbi Rosen and Bill Morris have been working on getting things ready for
religious school which will start soon. We have some of the same teachers returning (thank you so much) and a few
new faces will be joining in.

Our programming committee has been working hard on the upcoming musical fundraiser that is scheduled for
September 7th. You should have received your invitation by now and if not, call the temple office. Our children
have returned from Jacobs Camp and I hope they have had a meaningful summer.
The High Holidays will be here before you know it so get ready to celebrate the new year with us and then prepare to
repent and atone for the past year.
Finally, thanks to all the congregants who stepped up to keep everything running during our “rabbiless” time and
especially to Rita, Kim, Bill and Jimmie who worked tirelessly to take care of business and the building.
Larry Goldstein
President
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Please celebrate with us as
our daughter
Sylvia Josephine
is called to the Torah as a
Bat Mitzvah

Saturday, August 31, 2019
at 10:15 a.m.
Beth Israel Congregation
5315 Old Canton Road
Jackson, Mississippi
Kiddush luncheon to follow
Debra and Alexander Kassoff
RSVP via email, phone, or text:
rabbikassoff@gmail.com or 601-720-5801
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HAPPENINGS IN AND AROUND THE TEMPLE
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AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
1 David Mandel
1 Leah Wittenberg
3 Sherrie Glass
3 Marcia Barron
4 Lynda Balfour
10 Sandra Fischer
11 Michele Myers
11 Steve Liverman
12 Eugenia Ruvinsky
13 Vince Jordon
13 Ted Orkin
13 T J Grossman
14 Deborah Feldman
15 Diane Feldman
16 Joshua Loya
16 Jason Snyder
17 Anne Sawyer
17 Will Leonard
17 Eric Balfour
18 Justin Schlakman
19 Lily Salvage
20 Sidney Mack
20 Rebecca Craig
22 Rachel Glazer
23 Abby Craig
24 Clay Humphrey
24 Erica Weil
24 Robbie Barron
25 Sarah Springer
26 Trey McGregor
26 Hannah Rost
27 David Crystal
27 Talia Buxbaum
30 Jessica Rubinsky
30 James Bowley
31 Jonathan Springer
AUGUST ANNIVERSARIES
5 Emily & Len Malick
16 Beth & Steve Orlansky
16 Janice & Bernard Blumenthal
16 Petra & Robert Kay
17 Sue & Bobby Jacobs
18 Sondy & Bob Berman
19 Debra & Alexander Kassoff
19 Mary Golde & Bill Howell
19 Deborah & Sandor Feldman
26 Kay & Lawson Metz
28 Susan & Rick Snyder
30 Miriam & Robert Smith
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BABYSITTING WILL BE OFFERED
DURING SERVICES ON
AUGUST 2, 2019 AT 6:15 P.M.
FACILITY USE AND SCHEDULE
To schedule room use and set-ups in the Social Hall or
elsewhere in the synagogue, please contact Bill Morris at
wdmorris@bethisraelms.org or 601-956-6215, ext. 3,
or 601-212-4890. You will be required to complete a
Room Setup Request form.

It is time for a
New Beginning!
Our Beth Israel Sisterhood has
played an important role in
our congregation for many
generations. Through the years
we have provided support for
our congregation, religious
school and youth group
through monetary contributions, scholarships, volunteering, and providing meals for
Shabbat services, and Jewish
holidays. We have been a
source of comfort and support
for our congregation during times of bereavement through our mitzvah
committee. We provide support of our community through our volunteers for the Meals on Wheels program, Food Pantry and Stewpot. And
many, many other important roles in our Temple.
While the temple’s need for Sisterhood remains as strong as ever, participation has steadily decreased as our lives have become more complicated.
The available current Sisterhood Board and Past Sisterhood Presidents
have met and agreed that the time has come to evaluate Sisterhood as an
organization and bring it into the 21st century. We value your suggestions
and ideas. We need everyone’s input on where we go from here. We are
open to restructuring, renaming, dissolving or simply reorganizing.
Your voice is important! Help us make this new beginning successful,
leading to a structure that all our congregants will want to be a part
of. Please join us on August 25th from 10:00 a.m.—noon, for our annual
brunch at Beth Israel. Help us redefine our organization. Brunch is provided by your current Sisterhood Board and Past Sisterhood Presidents.
Chailights

WE APPRECIATE THE THOUGHTFULNESS OF THOSE WHO SUPPORT BETH ISRAEL
BY REMEMBERING AND HONORING THEIR FRIENDS AND LOVED ONES THROUGH THEIR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS

Donations may be applied to the following funds, per your request:
GENERAL FUND
ENDOWMENT FUND
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
CARING FUND (SISTERHOOD)
BITY
CHEVRA KADISHA FUND

MEMBERSHIP & ENGAGEMENT
ONEG SHABBAT FUND
SATURDAY MORNING FUND
ART FUND
MITZVAH FUND (SISTERHOOD)

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
In Memory of A. J. Orkin, Sr.—Donna & Ted Orkin
In Memory of Sandra Liverman—Amy & Arty Finkelberg

CHEVRA KADISHA FUND
Donation—Petra & Robert Kay

GENERAL FUND
In Memory of Lona Freedman Cohen—Dana & Jonathan Larkin
In Memory of Joe Harris—Susan & Mark Fijman
In Memory of Joe Larry Johnson—Susan and Mark Fijman
In Honor of Marian Chamnow Nadboy—Susan & Mark Fijman
In Honor of Regina Stamm Miano—Honorine & Allen Weiss
Donation—Tracei Willis and Dolyene Davis
In Memory of Irving Welfeld—Wendy Farley

ONEG SHABBAT FUND
In Memory of Fay Lewis Berman—Sondy & Bob Berman
In Memory of Joseph Emile Berman—Sondy & Bob Berman

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Honor of Rabbi Joseph Rosen—Lori & Scott Dreffin
In Honor of Rabbi Joseph Rosen—Debra & Bruce Lieberman

CHARITABLE GIVING: TAX-PLANNING
If you are charitably inclined, but won’t have sufficient itemized deductions to exceed the increased standard deduction, you may wish
to bunch deductions by making a large charitable gift during a single
year, equal to the total donations you would have made over several
years. This could help you take advantage of the ability to itemize the
year you make the large gift, while in other years you would take the
standard deduction.
Funding charitable gifts with appreciated stocks or mutual funds,
rather than cash, yields a bigger tax benefit since you can deduct the
full value of securities held more than one year without paying capital
gains taxes on the appreciation. If you are donating to a tax-exempt
organization, it will not pay capital gains taxes.The bunching strategy
can work particularly well if you give annually, as you can contribute
an amount to a donor-advised fund, claim an immediate income-tax
deduction and then make grants in future years according to your
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
LIBRARY/PRAYER BOOK FUND
CHOIR FUND
PROGRAM FUND
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL

TIKKUN OLAM FUND
WEBSITE FUND
CEMETERY FUND
JEWISH CINEMA MISSISSIPPI
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL FUND

CEMETERY FUND
In Memory of T. Stanley Orkin—Donna & Ted Orkin
In Memory of Joe Harris—J. David Orlansky
In Memory of Betty & Leo Mermelstein—Morris Mermelstein
In Memory of Joan Daniel—Sondy & Bob Berman
In Memory of Joan Daniel—Susan Altman
In Memory of Alex Sacher—Angela Sacher
In Memory of Hermine Sacher—Angela Sacher
In Honor of Josh Weiner—J. David Orlansky
In Memory of Carla Willenzik—Albert Leveck
In Memory of Lena Kahn—Aaron Trubman
In Memory of Harriet Trubman—Aaron Trubman
In Memory of David Gordon—Lynn Crystal
In Memory of Charlotte Crustal—Lynn Crystal
In Memory of Celia Falk—Lynn Crystal
In Memory of Bennett Freedman—Lynn Crystal
In Memory of David Alan Hesdorffer—Lynn Crystal
In Memory of Mark B. Hesdorffer—Lynn Crystal
In Memory of Morris Erlich—Lynn Crystal
In Memory of Laurence Gavant—Richard Gavant
In Memory of Myron Gavant—Richard Gavant
In Memory of Joe Harris—Kathryn Wiener
In Memory of Joe Harris—William D. Mounger
In Memory of Joe Harris—Eugenia & Marcelo Ruvinsky
In Memory of Frances Kahn—Robert Kahn
In Memory of Jon Blumenthal—Janice & Bernard Blumenthal
In Memory of David Hesdorffer—Janice & Bernard Blumenthal
In Memory of Alice Mackence—Gilda Hesdorffer
original giving plan. You can boost your tax savings by giving appreciated securities to a donor-advised fund. A logical solution for charitably minded people over age 70½ is the IRA qualified charitable
distribution (QCD), or so-called IRA charitable rollover. You can
transfer up to $100,000 a year from an IRA directly to charity, with
the exception of donor advised funds, and have it count toward your
annual required minimum distribution (RMD). The distribution is
not taxable to you as an RMD, nor is it deductible.
Since only the very largest estates benefit from an estate tax charitable deduction under the new law, charitably inclined people with non
-taxable estates should consider the benefits of accelerating charitable
bequests by making them prior to death. This could be time sensitive, however, since the increased exemption amount is set to expire
on Jan. 1, 2026. (Raymond James, Tax Planning: Charitable giving
and Estate Planning, March 2018)
Please contact your CPA for additional information on how donations to Beth Israel

Congregation may decrease your tax liability.
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We Remember — Yahrzeits for AUGUST 2019
8/4/2019-8/10/2019
*Lillian Crystal
Harry Sherman
Michele Fijman
Solomon C. Waxman
Herbert Nash
Bill Byous
Isaac Snyder
Martin Chamow
George Moorhead
Ron Black
Edward Fisch
Nina Ivshin
Yetta Kaplan
Genevieve Falk
Sarah Berger
*Juliette Engel
David Daniel
William Fishman
*Myron Gavant
Billy Ainsworth
Abe Fisher
Irene Sloan
Sam Rubin

*Sara Gorelik
*Stewart Docter
8/17/2018
Rebecca Fisher
Clinton Howell
Beatrice Workman
*Sigmund Stamm
Inez Sacher
William Taffet
Helen Orkin
Josephine Moorhead
Harry Boyd
Solomon Sherman
Charles Grossman
8/18/2019-8/24/2019
*Alvin Leighton
Solomon Banks
Sol Wolff
*John Hart Asher
Byron Nelson
Joseph Brame, Jr.
Max Loeffelholz

Martin Sacher
Gertrude Solomon
*Raymond Jacobs Geiger
*Mary Lipsich
Adelia Thames
Allan Bernstein
8/25/2019-8/31/2019
Sadie Smith
Dorothy Barham
*Louis I. Portnoy
Alexandra Erlich
Willie Reichek
*Lehman Engel
Rose Salomon
Hortense Leveck
Irving Jacob Buchman
Estelle Binder
Hilda Shapero
Lena Finegold
Henry Leveck
Betty Docter-Raines
*Memorial Alcove

